Mills Law Firm, LLC
was founded in 2004,
in New Haven, Connecticut.
The firm’s first offices were
located at 205 Church Street,
in the historic Union and
New Haven Trust Building
that overlooks the green
from the corner of Church
and Elm. From our office
conference rooms we could
see the monthly gathering of cyclists for the
Critical Mass rides, as the cyclists assembled
around the fountain in the center of the green.
Both attorneys and staff began to get more
involved in cycling events in and around
New Haven, often riding to work and attending
various cycling events.

As we became more involved, and talked
with other cyclists, we realized that cyclists
needed stronger legal advocates.

We saw that too often police sided
against cyclists, and failed to take
appropriate enforcement action
against careless motorists.
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The legal team at Mills Law Firm, LLC
represents cyclists throughout Connecticut
in many different types of litigation.

in needless jeopardy. So we decided to start
advocating for cyclist’s rights, and started a
campaign to better educate cyclists about the
laws that affect them in Connecticut.

CYCLISTS’ RIGHTS
Our website, www.millslawfirm.org, has
an extensive list of articles, links, statutes,
and other resources dedicated to safe
cycling in Connecticut.
Quarterly, which features local cycling news, legal topics
that apply to cyclists, and a list of current cycling events.
At Mills Law Firm, LLC our goal remains to fight for cyclists’
rights throughout Connecticut, while at the

unaware of the laws that applied to them,
to obey traffic signals, putting themselves

FIGHTING FOR

We also publish an on-line news letter, The Boneshaker

We also noticed that many cyclists were
and that too many failed to wear helmets or

L AW F IRM

same time educating cyclists and
We have successfully represented cyclists in cases involving

promoting safe cycling practices.

claims for wrongful death, traumatic brain injury, products

Stay safe, and always
wear your helmet!

liability for defective equipment, negligence, and reckless
conduct by motorists. We have worked with many of the top
experts in cycling, and we have the resources, knowledge,
and experience needed to respond quickly in cycling cases,
which is often critical in order to preserve evidence and
protect your rights.
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